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Author's response to reviews:

We included the study design Case report in the title of the manuscript.

We included all the co-authors’ email addresses in the Title page.

We repositioned the Authors’ Contributions section at the end of the manuscript, before the reference list.

We restructured the Abstract section. We structured the abstract into three sections and we make clear the clinical importance of our case report.

We included the Ethnicity of the patient in the Abstract and Case presentation sections.

We reformatted the Consent statement.

We included a list of abbreviations used in the manuscript and their meanings after the Conclusions section.

We included a Competing Interests section before the Reference list. We declared that we have no competing interests.

We included an acknowledgement section at the end of the manuscript before the reference list, also we have not anyone to acknowledgement.

Yours sincerely,

Vincenzo Bagnara